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The Demise of the BSc tiple choice testing evaluate? Well, they allow students to hide weak- 
largely the ability to write multi- nesses in skills that an educated 
pie choice tests! There is a person should possess. This prob- 
particular art to writing these lem often occurs because of a fun- 
tests that has nothing to do with damental flaw in the goals of the

a tra e school for budding young what it is actually producing is comprehension or articulation, curriculum. The prerequisite
nnrino thP mnrco j scientists. At its worst, such as in widening. Doing well in univer- While good multiple choice exams courses for each field are knowl-

rafinn T haw h r U ' § , 66 year ®io ogy or Psychol- sity does not imply that one has test rote learning and memoriza- edge-oriented instead of skill-ori-
tearhers nrnfpssnr Ml § r°m °gy science education is mastered the skills of an educated tion and poor ones test for seman- ented. Rather than designing the
Ze stndpntf anH pti ar ?" a™ltiple<choice wasteland, where person. ties or photographic memory, curriculum to ensure that gradu-
dents ahnilt thp nsplpçç ar s s u" s u ents emerge with a parchment Look at the criteria used to extremely few test for the ability ates demonstrate competency in
arts degree WpH 1 ï h “ l ? collectlon of forgotten facts, evaluate our performance. Most to think dynamically about the a set of basic skills, such as read-
ence sttKients^whn makp!Ji!pc T more educated than Canadian science students are material. ing and writing, each department
ioke is on vmv arts st J 6 W ? 1 ey sfarted- enrolled in the Life Sciences, rep- The most disturbing thing tries to merely ensure that (at
lower tuition vpt rpppivpTh ?? • . c^p,te * 1S'more and more resented at Dalhousie by its two about multiple choice testing is some point) students have memo-
education and shm Id h 6 ^ mi ? orme gul ance counsellors largest departments. Psychology that it destroys the skills that rized a body of basic knowledge.
Inlovah/e at the Pnd f T? 1“ l° P6rSUade 3nd Bi°logy‘ The Standard format education should instill, while
jp„ 0 eir any,s u fnt,W1L Çeasonable for these courses, particularly in rewarding and reinforcing isthataBachelorofSciencere-

Yes that is right A lihpral arts mar s m school science to 1st and 2nd year. is bad habits like rote learning, ally should be the best, most use- 
education does a better ioh of pm pursue a jy onsequently, bil- multiple-choice testing. While we The point of education is to teach ful undergraduate degree. The
Dhas,Jt ï “* being * Dalh°USie get SOme relief from a person t0 think. "ot to memo- skills required of a good scientist
phasizmg and evaluating essential spent with the goal of creating an multiple-choice in 3rd and par- rize. Memorized information
most of aUathinaktng8'th 'fTh ^ ^ pubUcf’ ? 38 enrollment ticularly 4th year. I have friends is only narrowly applicable
most of all, thinking, than the av- increases and funding decreases, at other institutions who are not information reference, but
erage science program does. Sci- the discrepancy between what the so lucky
ence education, even at its best, is system thinks it is producing and

BY JASON MORRISON

The tragedy of this situation

are the skills required by an edu
cated citizen of Canada.as an

It’s time we stopped pretend- 
thinking is a dynamic and flex- ing that universities are creating 
ible skill that can be used to an educated population. Gradu- 
critically examine a novel or a sci- ating with an undergraduate de- 
entific paper, to write a computer gree should imply competence in 
program or develop social policy, a basic set of skills regardless of 
If you can think, then once you whether one is studying history, 
learn some facts (or look them up) biochemistry or math. Presently, 
you can use them immediately. I see no evidence of this.
You cannot memorize how to

What types of skills does mul-

ISN’T IT TIME YOU THOUGHT ABOUT
SUMMER? As the investment thatn think. Many first year students students make in their education 

confronted with calculus quickly rises dramatically, it is becoming 
learn this fact. After spending increasingly important that 
years memorizing formulas or the skills they practice and de
methods to deal with math but velop during their education will 
not really understanding math, be useful for whatever field they 
half of first year calculus students choose. Faculties of Science across

the country have a responsibility 
The pure sciences like Math, to produce the kinds of graduates 

Physics, and Chemistry generally that Canada’s investment 
require true understanding over in post-secondary education 
mere rote learning. Unfortunately, warrants, 
while students in these disciplines 
develop a high level of logical rea
soning. an ability to work with 
numbers (rather than fear them), 
and an ability to grasp abstract 
concepts, it is nevertheless possi
ble to pass through the degree 
without demonstrating sufficient
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DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY Martin and tell him all my neat 
competency in writing, speaking, ideas, and we can catch the peo- 
and reading. While troubling, this pie who don't pay what they owe. 
is still a step up from the Life Sci- Paul won’t be pleased. While he’s 
ences where there is often a more fighting for the rights of us work- 
pervasive mediocrity: students ing stiffs, he's investing millions 
can hide their weaknesses for both in a Bermuda company, tax-ex- 
analytical/mathematical thinking empt. 
and for reading and writing.
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I have to sit down. Running in 
Science programs fail when circles makes me dizzy.applications are invited from students of 

every discipline for the position of

ASSISTANT
OMBUDSPERSON

The Gazette is accepting 
nominations for the positions of:

• Managing Editor
• Copy Editor
• News EditorThe Office of the Ombudsperson 

provides information and advice 
regarding procedures of mediation 
and redress in the University 
Community. The Office assists 
students and others who face 
problems relating to academics, 
finances, and housing, and recommends 
changes to policies which prove to 
be unfair or inequitable.

In choosing the successful Assistant 
Ombudsperson applicant, preference may 
be given to those individuals who would be 
able to serve as Ombudsperson in the 
following year if asked to do so.
Monthly honorarium to be paid.

Submit a covering letter and resumé to:
Student Services, Dalhousie University, 
1234 LeMarchant St., Halifax, N.S. B3H 3P7

for the 1997/98 publishing year

Nominations open Wednesday, March 10 at 
9 a.m. and close Friday, March 14 at 5 p.m.

Leave statement of intent in the Gazette's front 
door box, room 312 SUB

Nominations open to all Dalhousie students

For more information call 494-2507 
and ask for Shelley.

APPLICATIONS CLOSE: NOON 
FRIDAY, MARCH 14,1997

OFFICE OF THE 
OMBUDSPERSON


